
The challenge
Our challenge was to find a software protection solution that was safe 
and cost effective, that had enough infrastructure around it for us to inte-
grate it with our licensing and distribution systems. At the same time, it 
needed to be open and accessible enough for us to be able to minimize 
long term dependency risk. 

The solution 
CodeMeter allows us to provide multiple licensing options for the end 
user, which they really appreciate, since each has different needs. For 
 example, we can scale the same solution from single private customers 
all the way up to site licenses that involved hundreds of seats, and the 
solution works equally well in all cases. The API’s also allowed our engi-
neers to make a low level integration between the encryption mechanisms 
and our software, that allows for unparalleled security period.

The success
So far, Wibu have provided a very reliable solution for us, both in terms 
of technology and support. A customized CmStick as “Ignition Key”, 
the embedded variant CmStick/CI and the activation based solution 
CmActLicense give us highest flexibility and benefits.

Ernst Nathorst-Böös
CEO Reason Studios
 ”Using Wibu‘s world class software 
protection technology, Reason Studios 
have been able to create a licensing 
solution that makes perfect sense 
for the end user and that not only 
protects  our interests, but also those 
of our partners, that are creating add-on products for our 
platform. Without this system I doubt that Rack Extensions 
would have been anywhere near as successful as they are.”
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The customer
Formed in 1994, Reason Studios Software is a privately owned company based in 
Stockholm, Sweden. Renowned for its musician-centric approach, Reason Studios has 
created some of the world‘s most innovative music software applications, mobile apps 
and technology standards.

Musicians, producers and the media have praised Reason, ReCycle and ReBirth appli-
cations for being inspiring, great sounding and of superior quality. The music making 
iOS app Figure won Apple‘s App of the Year in several markets in 2012. Technologies 
such as ReWire and the REX file format are de-facto industry standards, implemented 
in all major music software.

Today, Reason Studios’s products are used all over the world by hundreds of thousands 
of professionals and enthusiasts for all kinds of music making.



Reason Studios Software‘s Reason is one of the world‘s leading music 
making applications. It‘s a virtual music studio with all the function-
ality of a big budget music studio packed into software. With its 
user-friendly interface and no-nonsense approach to music making, 
Reason has won the hearts of superstars and bedroom musicians 
alike. When we started looking at improving Reason‘s copy protec-
tion, we tried to look at the implementation from 
a user‘s perspective so that whatever protection 
we added to Reason would not be perceived as 
too invasive on the user experience. 

The WIBU technology allowes for the flexible 
authentication options we were looking for, while 
being secure enough to be worth the effort to 
implement. For the professional musician who 
might need to work in different music studios 
on different computers, the solution we created 
is centered around a USB dongle (or Ignition Key 
as we call it). For hobbyists, using Reason on 
one computer only is usually enough, so here we 
made use of CmActLicense to let users authen-
ticate Reason on one specific computer. Another 
option was put into our audio interface Balance, 
that has CmStick/CI built in, so that the interface 
itself becomes the authentication key.

We‘re using the CodeMeter tools to encrypt the documents cre-
ated in Reason, so users will always need a proper copy of Reason 
to open their work. We also provide plenty of fallback options so 
that registered users never end up in situations where the copy pro-
tection will stop them from using the software. If a user left his/her 
Ignition Key at home, there‘s we provide the option to authenticate 
via internet, effectively talking to WIBU components connected to 
our servers instead. 

Our software is used in music education, world-wide, so it was imper-

ative that our software protection could be used for multi-license 
installations in classrooms and music labs. With CodeMeter on a net-
work, only one computer on a network has an Ignition Key. All the 
authentication and decryption is carried out across the network from 
the computers running Reason. This streamlines the effort needed 
to install and keep track of licenses in larger settings, since Reason 

will automatically detect an Ignition Key across 
the network.

From a user‘s perspective, the installation and 
authentication process is very lean. All the 
needed WIBU components are installed with 
the Reason software, and authentication is done 
on the Reason Studios website, and the needed 
license information is then automatically writ-
ten to the user‘s Ignition Key.

Recently, the CodeMeter technology has been a 
key feature as we have opened up our software 
to third party developers. These developers cre-
ate plug-in software for Reason in the form of 
instruments or studio equipment that Reason 
users can purchase and download from our 
online shop. To protect the third party devel-
opers, we created a system that encrypts a tiny 
but vital part of the plug-in binary with a user 

specific key, before the plug-in is downloaded. This means our devel-
opment partners can spend more time on creating a product that 
adds value for the user, and no time at all on adding protection.

For the users, it also means that their entire Reason system is authen-
ticated through a single source. If a user wants to work on somebody 
else‘s computer, iin a recording studio for instance, all that is needed 
is the Ignition Key and an internet connection. After downloading 
the Reason software, all licenses and plug-ins will be synced from 
the user‘s user account to the computer automatically. 
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About Wibu-Systems:

WIBU-SYSTEMS AG (WIBU®) was founded in 1989 by Oliver 
Winzenried and Marcellus Buchheit. Since its debut, Wibu-Systems has 
been revolutionizing the international scene with security technolog-
ical innovations. The product portfolio offers digital asset, intellectual 
property and integrity protection against piracy, reverse-engineer-
ing and code tampering. The broad and award-winning range of 
Wibu-Systems solutions is unique and covers application fields from 
computers to mobile, from embedded automation to cloud comput-
ing, from SaaS to virtualized models. 

Through its motto “Perfection in Protection”, Wibu-Systems has ena-
bled new business models; software-powered businesses, whether in 
the consumer, corporate or embedded system realm, can monetize 
their investments through license orchestration schemes.

Headquartered in Karlsruhe, Germany, Wibu-Systems holds subsidiaries 
in Seattle, USA, as well as in Shanghai and Beijing, China; the company 
has also sales offices in Belgium, France, the Netherlands, Portugal, 
Spain, the United Kingdom and a capillary world distribution network.
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